COSMOPOLITAN
SHUTTERS BLINDS SECURITY
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Whether you are building a new home or
replacing existing window coverings, you won’t
find a window treatment that looks better,
lasts longer and insulates more efficiently than
Thermoshield Shutters.
You’ll be amazed at how beautiful your
Thermoshield Shutters will look in your home.
They are the ultimate in window coverings,
delivering a classic and elegant look that will
add style and value to compliment any decor.
We GUARANTEE that our Thermoshield Shutters
will not split, crack, chip, peel or warp. They will
never need painting, are impervious to termites,
fire retardant and water resistant, making
them ideal for wet areas such as bathrooms
and kitchens. They are UV stabilized to avoid
discolouration, are easy to clean and are made
from a non-toxic synthetic recyclable material
that looks and feels like wood.

Our Thermoshield shutters come with a 20 year Warranty
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BASSWOOD
Shutters
Basswood Plantation Shutters are made from
100% Furniture Grade North American Plantation
Timber. This lightweight hardwood timber has
a strong even grain that is finished in 5 coats
of marine-grade poly-urethane paint. It is UV
stabilized to withstand Australia’s harsh climate.
The main benefit of Basswood is that it will resist
denting and marking, and is also excellent for
high traffic areas around your home. Each panel
can also be made up to 950mm wide, offering
an amazing view!
Basswood is available in 3 blade sizes – 64, 89
and 115mm and has the ability to be hinged,
multi-folding or sliding to suit your requirements.
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LOUVRESHIELD
Aluminium Shutters
Louvreshield Shutters have been designed and
are ideally suited for exterior applications such
as decks, patios, balconies, courtyards and wet
areas. They keep out the hot sun and rain, whilst
also controlling air flow and light. These Shutters
offer privacy from neighbours but still allow you to
maintain your view.
Our Louvreshield Shutters are made from
reinforced extruded aluminium for strength and
are available in a large range of powder coated
colours to meet Australian standards. They are
hard wearing, easy to clean and available as
fixed, hinged, sliding and multi-folding panels.
Louvreshield Shutters are resistant to chipping,
sagging, warping and require minimum maintenance
making them an incredibly durable product.
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Designed for harsh Australian conditions and engineered to last
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ZIPSCREEN
Outdoor Blinds
Make the most of Australia’s beautiful climate
and protect yourself from undesirable weather.
Zipscreen® shields you and your patio or deck
from wind, rain, dust, glare and insects.
Let Zipscreen® outdoor blinds connect your
indoor and outdoor environments into one
harmonious space. These blinds instantly
create a brand new space in your home, ready
to entertain family and friends at a moment’s
notice.
Protected at any time of the year, with a sense
of seclusion and sanctuary, you’ll spend more
time enjoying life outdoors.
Our Zipscreen® outdoor blinds are available in a
large range of colours and fabrics to choose
from and are custom made to suit your
openings.

a

At Crimsafe, we believe there should be no
compromise when it comes to the safety of you
and your family. For generations, we've designed
Crimsafe to be the strongest, most trusted
security screen on the market, providing protection
from intruders for your home as well as many
other benefits.
Our unique and innovative technology has been
independently tested and shown to exceed every
industry and Australian Standard. This includes
our exlusive Screw-Clamp system that gives
Crimsafe an auparalled advantage, consistently
outperforming competitor products in
independent testing.
Crimsafe has many imitators, but there is simply
no equivalent when it comes to security screen
solutions to protect your loved ones. With a
flexiable range of applications and styles,
there's a Crimsafe product to suit every home.
If it's not Crimsafe, it's not crim safe.

Crimsafe products are covered with a
10 year warranty.

ROLLER BLINDS
Our roller blinds come in either blockout or
sunscreens, which help to control the light and
privacy in any room. Roller blinds are designed
to take full advantage of the natural light in your
home, are discreet, minimalistic and unobtrusive
to the eye and compliment all surroundings. They
also assist with heat control and glare reduction
allowing you to maximize the view to the outside.
Our roller blinds are available in a large range
of colours and fabrics to choose from and are
custom made to suit your windows.
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CURTAINS
The Cosmopolitan Curtain Collection is the
perfect finishing touch - adding a visual
element of textural depth and dimension to
transform your home, whilst offering a level of
practicality.
Enjoy the varying beauty of sheer, solid or
room darkening fabrics with a wide variety of
fabrics to transform your home.
Our custom curtains can be made to suit any
window or door and heading to suit. The
modern S Fold Curtain can transform any
home. Ask our In Home Consultants to
advise of a Fabric and Colour to suit your
application.

Reasons why you should consider
Cosmopolitan Shutters before you buy!
•
•
•
•
•
•

We buy better so you save money.
High quality products at unbeatable prices.
All of our products are 100% custom made to fit your windows and doors.
Personalised service – we come to your home.
We design, measure, install and provide a warranty service.
Installation – we employ our own trained installers, who take full responsibility
for the finished product.
• Our existing clients are always happy to refer new clients to us.

MOBILE SHOWROOMS
BRISBANE ALL AREAS
SUNSHINE COAST ALL AREAS
GOLD COAST ALL AREAS
1300 321 413
sales@cosmopolitanshutters.com.au
7/37 Northlink Place
Virginia Q 4014

www.cosmopolitanshutters.com.au
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